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• Optical model potential (OMP)

- is complex potential

- has the imaginary part that represents the loss of flux 

in elastic scattering

potential

non-elastic channel ⇒ imaginary

elastic channel

Introduction
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Double-Folding Model (DFM)
with complex G-matrix interaction

T. Furumoto, Y. Sakuragi and Y. Yamamoto, 

(Phys. Rev. C.79 (2009) 011601(R)), ibid. 80 (2009) 044614)

Folding model potential

Interaction

CEG07 (complex G-matrix interaction)

CEG07a (w/o TBF)

CEG07b (with TBF)

Incompressibility K
(at kF = 1.35 fm-1)

259 MeV (with TBF)
106 MeV (w/o TBF)



Important effect of three-body force

Heavy-ion elastic scattering

T. Furumoto, Y. Sakuragi and Y. Yamamoto, 

(Phys. Rev. C.79 (2009) 011601(R)), ibid. 80 (2009) 044614)



CEG07bCEG07a

12C + 12C elastic scattering at various energies

becomes large

becomes repulsive

prediction of repulsive potential

T. Furumoto, Y. Sakuragi and Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. C82, 044612 (2010)



About repulsive potential

In general, nuclear interaction is attractive.

By several reasons, nuclear interaction becomes repulsive

• medium effect (Pauli principle, three-body force)

• energy dependence

The repulsive potential is obtained in the high-energy region.

Examples

• Dirac phenomenology (p-A, d-A)

• microscopic approach (p-A)

• phenomenological optical model analysis (α-A)
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(a) Attractive potential (V < 0)
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(b) Repulsive potential (V > 0)
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Nearside and farside (N/F) decomposition

repulsive potential (E/A = 400 MeV)

attractive potential (E/A = 100 MeV)

T. Furumoto, Y. Sakuragi and Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. C82, 044612 (2010)



with Three-Body force (TBF)

with Three-Body force (TBF)

w/o Three-Body force (TBF)

w/o Three-Body force (TBF)

CEG07b

@300 MeV/u

The strong interference of N/F components appears.

T. Furumoto, Y. Sakuragi and Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. C82, 044612 (2010)

CEG07a

@400 MeV/u



Next step

• Inelastic cross section

• Dynamical coupling effect to elastic cross section

JPS meeting (19pSF-4)

Today
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Microscopic Coupled Channel (MCC) with CEG07

Coupled Channel equation

The diagonal and coupling potentials are derived from microscopic 

view point.

Transition density
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12C + 12C elastic and inelastic scatterings at various energies
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12C + 12C inelastic scatterings at various energies
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CEG07 folding model predicts the repulsive nuclear potential

at high energy region (E/A = 300 - 400 MeV).

It is first survey that the repulsive potential for heavy-ion system

is derived from the microscopic view point.

Summary

Property of nuclear repulsive potential

• The nearside becomes large and the farside becomes small

around backward angles 

by not Coulomb potential but nuclear potential.

•The strong interference appears at a certain energy

by repulsive shift of nuclear potential in energy evolution.


